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Join us today!
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If you think it's too late to save America from Obama
and his "progressive" agenda, you will want to read
this announcement.
Today, we start to TAKEOVER our government from
the socialist and progressive establishment.
A new organization, Takeover Super PAC, has been
created by a group of people I trust. They're shrewd
and solidly-conservative patriots. I believe Takeover
Super PAC will launch the next, and LAST, American
revolution. They will challenge America's new political
establishment and party bosses to restore our
Constitution.
Remember how we overpowered Obama and his comrades in 2010? The Tea
Party proved we ARE the majority. Now it's time to make our voices heard once
again!
I'm putting everything behind Takeover Super PAC.
If you're like me, you're tired of supporting people and organizations who
bargain away our rights. We elect alleged conservatives who go to Washington
D.C. and become turncoats. Over and over again, we win elections but lose our
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country.
It's time to stop pretending we can win by losing. Takeover Super PAC won't let
you down. I trust this PAC 100%.

So I'm not giving my money to the RNC any longer. I'm not giving a dime to Karl
Rove's Tea Party-hating PAC, and I'm not supporting spineless Republicans who
lead us down the same liberal roads. I'm giving my money to Takeover Super
PAC.
Takeover Super PAC is coordinating a national coalition of people just like you.
And not just people, but technology too. Obama beat us with technology in 2008
and 2012. Takeover Super PAC won't let that happen again! Our goal is to
topple the establishment - once and for all.
Will you help me support Takeover Super PAC?
I have a lot more to tell you. Believe me, this is historic. But today all I'm asking
is that you join me. I need 1,000 patriots to join me TODAY.
To join Takeover Super PAC, simply click here NOW and donate $3. That's all
I'm asking from you today. Will you draw a line in the sand with me NOW and
donate $3 to Takeover Super PAC?
Here's who has already agreed to support Takeover Super PAC:
Jerry Corsi
Floyd Brown
Steve Elliott
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Richard Viguerie
If you support these solid conservatives, then you will want to support Takeover
Super PAC. It's time for a new generation of conservatives to emerge. It's not
time to give up. It's never too late for the sake of freedom!
Click here to support Takeover Super PAC today with your $3 donation.
Look for important announcements and developments on WND.com. You're the
first to know about my efforts and support. Will you join me?
Sincerely,

Joseph Farah
Founder and chief executive officer
WND.com Inc.
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